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Individual & invisible:
4 innovative protection variants for HEINZ-GLAS premium bottles

Nobody can see it, but HEINZ‐GLAS helps its 
customers to protect their products: The INVISIB‐
LE‐ Protective shields minimize dangers from UV 
light, bacteria and viruses and ensure anti‐coun‐
terfeiting. Fine glass for noble contents has been 
the guideline of the company HEINZ‐GLAS from 
Upper Franconia for a long time. What’s new is 
that specifically developed protection mechanisms 
are integrated: completely invisible and without 
compromises in design. With the INVISIBLE pro‐
tective shields, the bottle manufacturer offers its 

customers concrete and individual solutions: UV 
radiation is filtered to protect the sensitive ingre‐
dients. Refined glass surfaces ward off bacteria 
and viruses. And an optical fingerprint ensures the 
authenticity of the products. All innovations offer 
maximum freedom in design. HEINZ‐GLAS has 
teamed up with specialists to ensure the greatest 
possible environmental protection available. 
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INVISIBLE IDENTIFICATION

A milestone in the field of product safety 
has been reached with the company Tai‐
lorlux: INVISIBLE Identification provides 
the bottle with an optical fingerprint for 
protection and proof of the integrity of 
materials and products. There is no better 
way to protect customer and trade rela‐
tions.



SENOGLASS® CARECOATING

With the paint manufacturer WEIL‐
BURGER, HEINZ‐GLAS focuses on con‐
temporary health protection: Glass sur‐
face of the bottle refined with INVISIBLE 
senoglass® Carecoating works reliably 
against bacteria and viruses up to the coro‐
navirus.



UV-PROTECTION INTEGRATED

Integrated in the glass and constant 
throughout the entire life cycle, INVISIBLE 
UV Protection Integrated: The UV protec‐
tion developed with the company ferro, 
now part of Vibrantz Technologies, vary in 
terms of UVA and UVB radiation as well 
as intensity of protection as required and 
glass color.



UV-PROTECTION COATING

INVISIBLE UV Protection protects the 
contents of the bottle with a sprayed and 
completely transparent UV protective var‐
nish. This ensures that the light‐sensitive 
ingredients high quality properties.
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